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South African Army Journal
South Africa's army has begun deploying 25,000 troops to assist police in quelling the weeklong riots and violence sparked by the imprisonment of former President Jacob Zuma. In ...
South Africa's army starts large deployment to restore order
Standing at the entrance to a looted mall and surrounded by soldiers, South African President Cyril Ramaphosa vowed Friday to restore order to the country after a week of violence ...
Ramaphosa vows army will return order to South Africa
At least 10 people have died in violence that followed Jacob Zuma’s detention, unrest that highlights broader issues facing South Africa, such as poverty, joblessness and some of the world’s highest ...
South Africa Deploys Army to Contain Unrest Over Former President Zuma’s Arrest
Reinforcements: Troops stand guard outside the Chris Hani shopping mall in Vosloorus on the outskirts of Johannesburg - Copyright AFP/File Brendon THORNESusan NJANJI and Luca SOLASouth Africa mustered ...
South Africa calls up army reserves in bid to crush looting
In one of the largest deployments of soldiers since the end of white minority rule, 25,000 South African troops began taking up positions Thursday to help quell weeklong riots sparked by the ...
25,000 troops deployed to quell South Africa riots, 117 dead
Standing at the entrance to a looted mall and surrounded by soldiers, South African President Cyril Ramaphosa vowed Friday to restore order to the country after a week of violence set off Visiting the ...
Key highway reopens as South African army helps restore calm
The government says it will deploy 25,000 troops to deal with the crisis -- 10 times more than it announced on Monday - Copyright AFP Phill MagakoeSouth Africa mustered its army reserves on Thursday ...
S.Africa calls up army reserves in bid to crush looting
Rioting triggered by the imprisonment of former South African President Jacob Zuma escalated Monday as shopping malls in Johannesburg were looted, major roads were blocked by burning tires and the ...
10 dead in South Africa riots over jailing of ex-leader Zuma
South Africa’s army began deploying 25,000 troops Thursday to assist police in quelling the weeklong riots and violence sparked by the imprisonment of former President Jacob Zuma. In the largest ...
South Africa deploys 25,000 troops to end week of rioting
Trucks, armoured personnel carriers and helicopters were being used to transport soldiers to trouble spots in Gauteng and KwaZulu-Natal provinces.
South Africa deploying 25,000 troops to restore order
A strategic highway in South Africa has reopened after being closed for a week by the violent unrest that rocked parts of the country ...
Key highway reopens as South African army helps restore calm
South African police and the army struggled to bring order Wednesday to impoverished areas of South Africa rocked by weeklong unrest and days of looting sparked by ...
South Africa combats unrest after ex-leader's imprisonment
“At the end of the day, we will be struggling because of this. Our economy is going to be really damaged.” South African police and the army grappled to bring order Wednesday to impoverished areas in ...
'I was in tears': South Africans take stand against rioting
Cyberattack constitutes force majeure at South African ports. Alleged Iranian cyberespionage plans leaked, published? Kaseya did not pay ransom. Criminals turn to uncommon programming languages to ...
Cyberattack constitutes force majeure at South African ports. Iranian cyberespionage plans? Kaseya did not pay ransom.
It is totally exceptional for a critical moment in South African history to be reflected so vividly in word and image, by one of its participants – even more than 30 years after the event. Dyasop’s ...
Two dramas of South African art: The works of Luthando Dyasop and Gerard Sekoto
South Africa is in flames over its graft-plagued former president. After the 79-year-old Jacob Zuma turned himself in to authorities to begin a 15-month prison sentence for contempt of court on July 8 ...
South Africa’s Protests Reveal a Clash of Political Cultures
The unrest was set off by the imprisonment of ex-President Jacob Zuma. Many of the deaths occurred in stampedes when crowds looted stores.
Deaths climb to 72 in South Africa riots after jailing of former President Jacob Zuma
Protests over jailing of former leader spiraled into widespread unrest that has interrupted transport and services amid a record Covid-19 outbreak.
What Is Happening in South Africa? Riots After Jacob Zuma’s Arrest
Rioting has continued in parts of South Africa in unrest sparked by the imprisonment last ... south of the city, police and army units patrolled malls and streets. Community volunteer groups have ...
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